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1. MOTIVATION & SIGNIFICANCE

Thanks to advances in digital acquisition, processing, and
storage technologies, millions of images are captured every
day and shared in online social services such as Facebook1,
Flickr2, and Picasa 3. Furthermore, images provide an inter-
esting way to identify or to find desired objects and locations.
Image based search and retrieval is becoming increasingly
popular to annotate images in large databases and for their
retrieval.

With around 60% world wide penetration, mobile phones
are by far the most popular electronic devices ever used. In
addition to basic functionalities, modern mobile phones pro-
vide other features such as internet connection and embedded
cameras. These features provide an intuitive human computer
interface for web search on the go. Instead of a traditional
text-based query which is quite inconvenient given the con-
straints of mobile phones, the query is simply formulated by
capturing a photo of the object of interest. The search ap-
plication will then use that photo to find similar instances of
that object in a database, and provides users with associated
information or services.

The limited performance and diversity of mobile devices
makes a large-scale deployment of complex mobile applica-
tions rather difficult. Therefore, alternative approaches such
as cloud computing [1] can be used to resolve this problem.
The basic idea it to provide “convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources
(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction.” [2]. This
centralized architecture of data, applications and computa-
tional power may be accessed and used by any mobile device
with internet connection.

In many cloud applications, mobile devices are consid-
ered as thin clients in charge of data capture, rendering, and

1http://www.facebook.com/
2http://www.flickr.com/
3http://picasa.google.com/

communication. While this centralized architecture maybe
suitable for text, speech, and even audio-based applications,
it is not efficient for image or video due to the large amount of
data which has to be transmitted over a wireless channel with
limited capacity. In order to reduce the information which
has to be transmitted, recent work on mobile image search
and retrieval (Kooaba4, Google Goggles5, Snaptell 6) trans-
fers search related computing such as feature extraction and
matching from the server to the client. In a decentralized ar-
chitecture the complete image search may be implemented on
the mobile device.

The goal of this paper is to compare different architectures
for mobile image search to derive an optimal framework given
the current technologies. Furthermore, we also answer the
question of feasibility and efficiency of cloud computing in
this context.

2. SUMMARY & OUTLINE

The comparison of the different architectures for mobile im-
age search is conducted in the following scenario. When a
user is interested in an object and wants more information
about it, he/she takes a photo with the camera of his/her mo-
bile phone and queries the application using this image. The
application matches the object with a (distributed) database
from different sources, such as Wikipedia7, Amazon8 and eBay9.
If a match is found, the application returns associated infor-
mation such as a detailed description, product price or other
pointers.

Given this mobile image search scenario the following is-
sues have to be considered:

• In comparison to stationary devices such as servers,
mobile devices are limited in terms of computational

4http://www.kooaba.com/
5http://www.google.com/mobile/goggles/
6http://www.snaptell.com/
7http://www.wikipedia.org/
8http://www.amazon.com/
9http://www.ebay.com/



Fig. 1. Illustration of possible configurations for mobile im-
age search with varying distribution of processing steps be-
tween mobile device and server.

power, available memory and autonomy. Therefore the
amount of data which is stored and the complexity of
the used algorithms have to be much lower.

• The mobility offered by these devices is mainly due
to wireless transmission channels such as 2G, 3G and
WiFi. While wireless transmission channels are widely
available, the provided bandwidth in some locations
could be limited, potentially leading to unacceptable la-
tencies.

• While the performance of 2D object recognition has
improved considerably over the last decade, 3D object
recognition is still not robust enough and requires im-
proved algorithms for feature extraction and matching.

Given an input image of the object of interest, retrieval
algorithms usually consists of the following steps [3]: key-
point detection, feature extraction, feature compression, fea-
ture matching and topology verification. Considering a client-
server architecture, these steps maybe distributed in different
ways between the clients and servers. In this paper we com-
pare the following alternative configurations for mobile image
retrieval, as depicted in Fig. 1, covering a pure server side all
the way to a pure client side configuration:

1. Cloud-based search: Full server side configuration, where
just a thin client is used on the mobile phone. The cap-
tured image is directly transmitted to the server, where
all the processing steps are performed. As a result the
retrieved information is sent back to the client. Cloud
application allows scalable selection of content, fea-
tures and resources.

2. Server-based search: In order to reduce the required
bandwidth for the transmission, the feature extraction
and compression are performed on the mobile phone [4,
5]. The features are sent to the server, where the re-
maining steps are completed. The resulting information
is sent back to the mobile.

3. Hybrid search: In a hybrid configuration retrieval is di-
vided in two steps [3]. On the mobile phone a first re-
trieval is performed on a reduced dataset with recent or
frequent content stored locally. An extended retrieval is
then performed on the server-side using the query im-
age as well as eventual results of local query.

4. Client-based search: The retrieval is performed on the
mobile [4], using only locally stored datasets and less
complex algorithms. This configuration is specially ap-
pealing for clients with very large storage capacity.

Considering these configurations, the current state-of-the-
art in feature extraction, feature matching and topology verifi-
cation, and based on a number of well motivated performance
metrics, we will answer to the following questions:

1. What is the optimal architecture with respect to com-
putational complexity, memory requirements, storage
capacity, transmitted amount of data in typical mobile
image retrieval applications?

2. How efficient is cloud computing for image search and
retrieval on mobile phones in typical mobile image re-
trieval applications?

3. What techniques related to the individual steps in query
are more suitable for mobile search?

Although the final article will be written as a tutorial, it
will describe in more details the above mentioned configura-
tions with an implementation example on an Android-powered
mobile phone (Samsung i7500), and analyze and evaluate their
respective performance in a realistic application scenario us-
ing data from Wikipedia10, Amazon11, and eBay12.
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